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 Research Outline
Research QuestionHow has the shift from traditional blogging to microblogging positively
affected both the blogger and the readers?
Define
: I intend to follow both the readers and the bloggers as they made the transition between
platforms (specifically following bloggers TheBlondeSalad (Chiara Ferragni) and Xiaxue) using
2013 as the turning point in which Instagram grew as a social media platform.
In terms of interactions, these can be measured by the number of comments left on the blog
preInstagram shift, and then the comments can again be viewed and analyzed postInstagram
shift, on both the traditional and microblogging platforms. I will analyze not only the numbers,
but the quality of the comments made as well.
To understand how this shift has also affected the readers in terms other than their interaction
with the blogger, I will also study the statistics that come with the comparison in number of
active user bloggers preInstagram and then the number of active Instagram users in the recent
years.
Claim
Microblogging has allowed bloggers to interact more often to their readers and creates a
better platform for interaction between the two.
Sub claim 1  
More interactive with readers

Currently Xiaxue has disabled all comments on her blogs, so the only way to get in contact with
her is through her other social media platforms. As she has been significantly less active on her
blog in recent years, it can be assumed that she is allowing comments to appear only on
platforms in which she frequents more and therefore is more likely to comment back. Xiaxue had
97 comments on this photo.

In Chiara’s case, the number of comments that she receives average from the hundreds to the
thousands, so it is a lot more difficult for her to be able to put in the time or effort to go through
each comment to respond to.
In terms of her fame, Chiara is a hard person to follow or keep in contact with. Having Instagram
as her microblogging platform, Chiara is able to reach out more to her followers and interact
with them by sending out more content to keep her readers updated on her activities and
whereabouts.
Sub claim 2  
Readers are actively participating in online content, which allows them to be more
interactive with the world and become more aware.

On Chiara’s Milan Fashion Week post from 2010, she had received 155 comments on the post.
The comments ranged from compliments on her style, to questions about specific pieces of
clothing that she wore.

An outfit post on Instagram, made in 2015 during Milan Fashion Week, gathered over 300
comments. Chiara also posted several photos that day, continuing to gather more comments and
more interaction from the readers. The readers are more active with the blogger, and are not only
using their accounts to interact with Chiara, but are also creating their own microblogs to keep
track and to show their lives to other viewers.

Sub claim 3 Readers can feel closer to the bloggers than ever
During Xiaxue’s time on her traditional blog, she limited the number of personal posts she made
on her life. In settings such as traditional blogs, the bloggers were less likely to share every little
detail on their life, simply because it would require a lot of time to create posts on traditional
blogs. They required more explanation and texts, revision of the text, photos, and the post would
have to be relevant and interesting enough to keep readers interested. Small details in a person’s
life would hardly put up enough value to be released into a blog post. With platforms such as
Instagram, where posts are expected to be quick and easy to digest, the blgogers are able to share
more tidbits of their lives, and thus bringing them closer to readers.

Small moments with her and her son can now be shared with her followers, giving them a more
intimate view into her life. Her blog was popular and followed for her creative fashion and
lifestyle choices, as well as for controversial posts relating to the Singaporean government.
Being able to put more of her family on display through the microblogging platform has given

the readers a window into a part of her life that they would not have been able to be so involved
with in her traditional blog.
Claim
Microblogging results in a greater quantity of blog posts, but the quality of the posts
drop.
Sub claim 1  
Instagram posts are replacing traditional blog posts now, and with Instagram the
blogger is only able to upload one photo at a time with a caption. Less context and less content is
included along with this information.
Xiaxue often blogs sponsored posts, where she would give a review of products that she has
received from sponsors so that the readers can judge whether or not they are interested in the
product.

This Instagram sponsored post contained 250 words and one overview photo of the product.

Her 
advertorial/sponsored post
from May 2014 for a different company came out to 1830 words,
accompanied by 22 photos and one video. While we don’t know how much she was being paid
for each advertorial, and whether the amount paid is correlated to the amount of content that
she’ll put into the post, it’s clear to see that the quality and the quantity of the content dropped
significantly in the platform switch.
It’s important to note the amount of content that is normally expected on each platform that
would deem it suitable as a post. On Instagram, users are taking in a lot of content from a lot of
sources at once. The average user spends 21 minutes a day on Instagram
(
http://www.businessinsider.com/peoplespend21minutesperdayoninstagram201410
), so
they are unlikely to be spending a lot of time on each photo on their feed. The amount of text that

they would be expecting to take in would be much less than a blog post, and would be most
effective with the least amount of words.

Sub claim 2
 The quality of the blog and Instagram posts have dropped since people have begun
to use more microblogging platforms.
People are now more okay with posting and reading succinct posts, and therefore this has
resulted in bloggers putting in less effort into the posts that they make. Chiara, now has a
dedicated team to make blog posts for her, and she is rarely involved in the process. Chiara posts
at most once a month, and her posts now rarely contain text. In this post
(
http://www.theblondesalad.com/2015/03/mylosangeleshouse.html
) made in March, 2015,
Chiara shares her home with her viewers. There were a total of 39 words, and a large collection
of photos, none of which were taken by her either. In comparison, Chiara also made a post where
she shared her home in 2011. The post

(
http://www.theblondesalad.com/2011/08/leavingmyoldhouse.html
) had 789 words. She
reminisced on parts of her home that held value to her, and went into depth about her decorating
and furniture choices, which is what readers are normally interested in for Lifestyle blogs. The
post now is nothing more than a few photos of her and her home, with no explanation or context.
Regardless, readers still continue to follow her, because they’ve grown accustomed to lengthy
photo posts as opposed to posts with more words. Their consumption of traditional blogs has
become similar to their consumption of microblogs such as Instagram.

